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ADDITIONS   TO   THE   MUSEUM   1928 

Tokens. 
As mentioned in the last issue of the " Records " the late Mr. Wm.  Crouch generously bequeathed to the Society 107 Bucks tokens of the 17th century, and 17 of the 18th century. The Society's collection of 17th century tokens being thus augmented, a  special  case  for their exhibition was obtained, and they can now be seen to great advantage, as both obverse and reverse are shown where duplicate specimens occur, and a rubbing is attached, being frequently more legible than the token itself. The Society has specimens of 205 (124 in duplicate, and 81 single specimens), tokens out of the 223 varieties known to have been issued. At present the 18 not represented are as follows:—  Parish  Name No. in     Williamson’s List 1 Amersham Frances Lane 3 2 Aylesbury Stephen Dagnall Not recorded. 3 Brill The Potteries Do. 4 Buckingham John Kew Do. 5 Colnbrook Alce Coad Do. 6 Great Marlow Stephen Harris 85 7 Newport Pagnell John Child 96 8,9  Northall William Ashby (2   (Middlesex) varieties)  158-9  10 Princes Risborough Thos Headeach 115 11 Shenley (Herts) Jos. Inns 146  12 Winslow William Giles Not recorded. 13    Do. Daniel Sayer Do. 14 Wooburn (Beds) Jonathan Kingham 105  15 Wycombe Thos. Bates Not recorded. 16    Do. Saml. Boudrey Do. 17    Do. Thos. Butterfield Do. 18    Do. Thos. Dimarsh 160  

Specimens of any of the above would be gratefully received, and the rubbings of Nos. 1 to 4, 6,  12  to  14,  and  17  would  be welcome.  Fossils. NAUTILUS    DESLONGCHAMPSIANUS,      Ellesborough           (Mr. A. J. Gurney). MANDIBLE OF A PLIOSAURUS SP.,    Newton Longville  (Mr. F. Cannon). TOOTH OF PLIOSAURUS MACROMERUS. AMMONITE—CADOCORAS SUBLÆIR,     Calvert (Messrs. Itter). (All above rare in their district).   TWO MICROSCOPE SLIDES OF CIRREPEDE VALVES     (Mr. E. Hollis).  
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Deeds. 
The additions here are most remarkable:— 

Col. G. R. Crouch presented about 1,000 ; the Rev. A. H. Plaisted 31 ; Mr. W. J. Hemp 10 ; and the Earl Brownlow no less than 12 sacks full, all relating to the properties around Ashridge, formerly owned by the Duke of Bridge-water. Steps are being taken to prepare an index of this enormous collection ; it is already seen that there are many of great interest from the 14th century onwards. 
Miscellaneous. 

MAHOGANY PITCH-PIPE from Chilton Church (Mr. H. A. Bailey). THREE-PRONGED WOODEN FORK, used by thatcher (Col. S. Barry). MEMORANDUM BOOK OF WM. LOWNDES, 1679 (Mr. H. A. Bailey). DITTO, DITTO, 1695. (The last two items, and a third, relating to the year 1709, are described in another part of this issue).  
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ANNUAL   EXCURSION 

The annual excursion took place on Wednesday, June 27th, in very favourable weather, and a large gathering of nearly one hundred members met the Chairman, Major Disraeli, at High Wycombe. Amongst those present were Major Flower, Lady Smyth, Major Timmis, Lady Stopford, Mrs. Stewart Liberty Sir James Berry, the Rev. R. Bale and Dr. L. H. West. 
The first place visited was Widmer Farm in the parish of Great Marlow. From 1248 it was the property of the Hospitallers, and their property here was added to in 1307 at the dissolution of the Templars.  The  chapel  belongs  to the early part of the 13th century and was probably part of a large building which has long perished. The N. wall retains two lancet windows, now blocked ; those in the S. wall were inserted in the 14th century, and a large window (of which only the outline and the label remain) was inserted  in  the  E.  wall  at  the same time.  The  dormer window on  the  S.  side  was  placed there in the early 17th century when the building was turned into a dwelling-place, and the windows were at the same time cut into to form doorways. The most interesting  feature  of the building is the undercroft or crypt, vaulted in square bays and divided into two aisles by three central pillars  which  are circular, and have plain caps with octagonal abaci and plain chamfered bases ; the arches are segmental and double-chamfered.     A    drawing   and   plan   were   included   in " Records " III., p. 122, to illustrate Hastings Kelke's admirable articles on " Desecrated Churches." 
From  Widmer the party went to Great Marlow and lunched at the  Crown Hotel ; after lunch a visit was paid to the Old Parsonage.  The  central  part  of  the present house is the remains of  a hall built late in the 14th century.  Both N. and S. walls contain  original windows of two trefoiled lights and tracery under a  square  head ;  inside  they  are  rebated for shutters. At the E. end  of  the  present kitchen-wing is a 14th century doorway now set  inside  out ; it has a large moulded label.  The hall is fortunate in retaining a king-post truss of the original roof ; it has 4-way struts, and the great cambered tie-beam is supported by arched braces. There was some rebuilding in the 17th century which has left its mark in panelling in the hall and elsewhere, and in the plaster-covered beams and ceiling rosettes in the room W. of the hall.  After 5½ centuries the stonework of the windows has naturally weathered, but as an example of domestic work of this date it is most valuable. In recent years the Society has visited Boarstall, The Savoy, Denham, and now this fine relic, so it has seen  all  that  matters  in  the  south  of  the county which belongs to the 14th century in the way of domestic buildings. 
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After leaving the Old Parsonage the party went to Hambleden, stopping as they left Great Marlow to look at Shelley's  house  and   

Remnantz,  with its Military College memories of days before Sandhurst. The four tenements into which Shelley's residence is now divided make it very uncertain which was actually his dwelling.  No. 104  claims  to hold his study, though No. 110 is also said to be his abode.   Whilst Shelley was here in 1817 he wrote " Laon and Cythna " and Mrs. Shelley wrote " Franken-stein." It was called " Albion House" in those days—Shelley actually mentions the cedar-tree in the garden, which is still standing. Clement Shorter contradicts the statement on the inscription  upon  the  house  that  Shelley  "  was  here  visited  by Lord Byron "—who was certainly in Venice all that year—Shelley was here from March, 1817, to March, 1818. If Byron was not a visitor Shelley had Peacock (who had attracted him to Marlow), Godwin and Leigh Hunt. 
At Hambleden the beautiful Museum, built by the late Lord Hambleden  to  contain  the remarkable series of objects found in the  Roman  villa  at  Yewden, was visited.  Here the Society had the  advantage  of  listening  to  Dr. Mortimer Wheeler, keeper of the London Museum ; he explained the general character of the buildings and the peculiar arrangement of hypocausts possibly intended  for  drying  grain.   He  drew  attention to the various types  of  pottery,  coins  and metal-work discovered ; and alluded to the large quantity of infants' bones found in one corner, suggesting  that,  as  particular  virtues were assigned to the bones of newly killed infants, we might have a kind of Patent Medicine factory at Yewden! 
After  examining  the many interesting objects in the Museum, the  party  then  left, and made a brief visit to Fingest Church, where  the  original plan of the early 12th century building, which is represented by the existing tower and nave, was discussed. 
From Fingest the party went direct to Hughenden, where they were hospitably entertained by Major and Mrs. Disraeli and allowed to wander through the delightful grounds and the house with its interesting and historic associations. 

(From " Bucks Herald " 29th June, 1928).  


